
Driven by 
a great 
passion.



“THaT’s one 
sMaLL sTep 
For Man, 
one gIaNt 
Leap For 
ManKinD”.

(Neil Armstrong, first man on the Moon)

Landing on the Moon 

wasn’t easy, let’s face it. 
But connecting with the whole of Europe from 
Sardinia wasn’t easy either, considering its position 
and all that water around it. Many planes and 
ships have left our beloved island in the heart of 
the Mediterranean since 2003, when UCNET was a 
small IT and consultancy firm. What could initially 
have been seen as a weakness, over the years has 
become our strength. Today we take on projects 
from all over Italy and Europe with the same 
enthusiasm, and still feel close to everyone and far 
from no one.
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“WHen He 
greW UP, He 
WanTeD To be 
an asTronaUT”.

(Teresa, Ugo’s Mum)

He worshipped 

Jeeg robot, 

he was fascinated by the infinite possibilities Lego 
offered and had the time of his life dismantling 
and reassembling all sorts of contraptions. At the 
age of 6 he fell in love for the first time, with a 
Commodore 64, and at 23 he got his first job in 
computers. Ugo Cuncu, founder of UCNET, has 
always known what he wanted: a future filled with 
challenges, a future of innovative technologies and 
new ways of combining his passion with solutions 
that can benefit everyone.
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“beHinD 
every great 
Man THere’s 
a GreaT 
FaMiLy”.

(Stefania, Ugo’s wife and business partner)
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and UCNet is no 

exception. It has grown 

thanks to its passion, 
the determination of its workers and the contagious 
enthusiasm of Ugo and Stefania, the amazing 
woman who runs the business with her husband. 
The company may work in different sectors - 
energy, home automation, automation, safety and 
consultancy - but it has been driven by a single goal 
since 1999: to take the skills of a talented team and 
transform them into outstanding projects. Without 
losing that slightly childlike ability to be amazed 
and have fun, continuously coming up with new 
technologies, new tools but, most important of all, 
new ways of satisfying its clients.
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4.2K
km in go-karts 

every year

16K
kWh saved 

by our clients

300
MWh generated in a year by 

our system, the equivalent of:1321
business flights 

since 2005

450
trees planted 

a year

40
km of cables saved 

thanks to home 
automation

2.5M
km driven in our 

electric car

96
km of cables 
laid in 2016

960
home automation 
modules installed 

every year

56
tons of oil saved

120
tons of Co2 

avoided a year

540
litres of coffee 

a year

“WiTH great 
nUMbers 
CoMe GreaT 
responsibiLiTies”.

(Antonio, Ugo’s accountant)
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“GreaT 
CoMpanies are 
bUiLT on great 
proDUCTs”.

(Elon Musk, CEO Tesla Inc.)

Ha
Home automation

re
Renewable energy

em
Electric mobility

Ds
Domestic storage

gp
Great projects
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Smart homes.
Our four walls are beginning to think for 
themselves. From air conditioning to heating, 
lighting to controlling electrical appliances, we can 
create a number of customised scenarios: home 
automation improves the quality of life and makes 
our homes a haven of peace we can enjoy 
day after day.

Ha
Home automation
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Different homes, 
different energy.

The sun provides us with light, warmth and energy. 
Our most precious natural resource allows us to 
produce clean energy which never runs out, that 
is why it is important to install a photovoltaic 
system in your home. Or in your garden if you want, 
thanks to Smartflower POP, the first all-in-one 
photovoltaic system that is efficient, easy to install 
and looks gorgeous.

re
Renewable energy
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Self-powering 
your home.

There’s nowhere better than your home to recharge 
your batteries. Powerwall 2 by Tesla is a home 
battery which uses electricity generated by solar 
panels to recharge, powering your home in the 
evening or if there is a power outage, making it 
totally self-sufficien.

Ds
Domestic storage
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electricity in motion.
New habits, new needs, new instruments. Our 
products, like our column with child protection, are 
the natural evolution of recharging electric vehicles, 
both in public places and the home.

em
Electric mobility
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transport 
becomes smart.

Public transport is fast becoming the best choice. 
Throughout Italy and Europe, UCNET is the partner 
and supplier of some of the biggest names on the 
international transport market (Alstom and Ansaldo 
STS/Hitachi Group).

gp
Great projects
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“THe ForCe 
is sTronG 
in THis 
CoMpany.”

(A great client)
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High responsibility.
We have been involved in the design, installation, 
configuration, testing and assistance of the most 
important train management systems since 2003. 
UCNET’s support has often proved crucial when 
meeting project deadlines; just think of the lines 
on the Milan underground, one of the factors that 
contributed to the success of the recent Expo, or 
the Bologna-Florence high speed line, 78.5 km 
of tracks which connect the two cities in just 35 
minutes.
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Sustainability on the road.
From one great project to another: Eneroad, the 
first electric roadshow in Sardinia. 8 days, 15 
places of interest visited, more than 2,800 km 
in a Tesla Model S: Eneroad was an adventure, a 
different way of showing that driving an electric 
car is easier and more exciting than a traditional 
one. The first ever Eneroad was dedicated to smart, 
sustainable mobility and took place in conjunction 
with European Mobility Week 2016.
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Over to them.
We’d rather our partners 
spoke about their experience 
with us than us going on 
about ours. Because the 
technological and human 
challenges we face and 
overcome every day are 
a better indication of our 
professionalism than a 
brochure, even though it’s as 
beautiful as the one you are 
looking at now.
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via Giuseppe aiana, 7
09030 elmas (Ca) - italy

via piero Gobetti, 52/3
40129 bologna - italy 

t. + 39 070 2310249
info@ucnet.it

www.ucnet.it
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